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Mission Statement

TLBU Global School’s English program is designed to reach all students at
their current English ability and give them appropriate challenges that will
maximize the learning process. The curriculum will equip students with
the language skills, knowledge and cultural awareness to communicate
and comprehend English ﬂuently, while preparing them with the
strategies necessary to perform successfully on academic thresholds.
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Introduction

TLBU Global School’s English curriculum is designed to reach all students at their current
English ability and give them appropriate challenges that will maximize the learning
process. The curriculum is designed to equip students with the language skills, knowledge
and cultural awareness to communicate and comprehend English ﬂuently, while preparing
them with the strategies necessary to perform successfully on academic thresholds.
Students are placed in one of four levels (Emerging, Blooming, Developing, or Advancing)
based on their current English language ability.
The courses oﬀered at TLBU Global School (GS) are language skill focused (reading, writing,
and listening/speaking) and inspired by both American and British English curriculum.

Elementary school: there are
three
subjects
for
each
language skill and a performing
arts class in which students get
to explore the arts in English.

Middle school: there are also
three
subjects
for
each
language skill, and a Structured
Reading (SR) class where
students learn grammar.

Through these courses, we aim to educate students to be able to use the English language
in ﬁve capacities. These capacities are: Academic, Applied, Critical Thinking, Creativity, and
Culture. In addition, we aim to provide a dynamic educational environment that
transcends language learning and encourages each student’s personal growth. In order to
be successful in the program, students are expected to develop a healthy work ethic,
conﬁdence in their abilities, and a willingness to be challenged. This handbook, for both
parents and students to read, will go over these topics and more in greater depth.
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Academic

In English classes, students are separated into four distinct English language learning levels
that act as umbrella groups – Emerging, Blooming, Developing, and Advancing. In
comparison with the global language proﬁciency standard, Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages (CEFR):
Middle school

Emerging students would be considered CEFR A1-A2
Blooming students would be considered CEFR A2-B1
Developing students would generally be considered CEFR B1-B2
Advancing students would generally be considered CEFR C1- higher

Elementary school

Emerging students would be considered CEFR A1
Developing students would be considered CEFR A2-B1
Advancing students would be considered CEFR B2 or higher

There are four courses students take for elementary and middle school:

1
2

Course

Targeted Language Skill

Comprehensive Reading (CR)

Reading

English Language Arts (ELA)

Writing

Structured Reading (SR)1

Grammar

Critical Thinking (CT)

Speaking/Listening

Performing Arts (PA)2

All

Middle school only
Elementary school only
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Middle School Level Targets
Course

Comprehensive
Reading
(CR)

English
Language
Arts (ELA)

Language

Emerging

Blooming

Developing

Advancing

Reading

- Read at a Lexile score of
200 or higher
- Reading comprehension
- Reading strategies
- Text analysis
- Responsive writing
- Vocabulary / sight word
build up

- Read at a Lexile score of
400 or higher
- Reading comprehension
- Reading strategies
- Text analysis
- Responsive writing
- Vocabulary / sight word
build up

- Read at a Lexile score of
600 or higher
- Reading comprehension
- Reading strategies
- Text analysis
- Responsive writing
- Vocabulary build up

- Read at a Lexile score of
800 or higher
- Reading comprehension
- Reading strategies
- Text analysis
- Responsive writing
- Vocabulary build up

Writing

- Able to compose simple
sentences
- Able to write a
- Able to compose a four
- Able to write a ﬁve
paragraph
paragraph nonﬁction essay
paragraph academic essay
- Able to answer Five Ws
- Able to compose
with MLA citation
and creative story
questions
structured paragraphs
- Able to compose a ﬁctional
- Should have consistency
- Should know the
- Able to make complete
short story with story
with correct grammar and
diﬀerences between parts
sentences
structures
know how to proofread
of speech
- Able to use correct simple
- Should have working
- Should know research and
- Should know diﬀerent
and continuous tenses
knowledge of simple,
oﬃcial citation methods in
types of punctuation and
- Should be comfortable
continuous, and perfect
MLA format for essays
their basic uses
writing 300 words or more
tenses
- Should be comfortable
- Should be able to write
- Should be comfortable
writing 700 words or more
about common
writing 500 words or more
conversation topics: self,
family, interests

Skill

- Able to understand the
matrix sentence and the
- Able to understand more
- Able to understand parts
subordinate clause
complicated sentential
- Able to know the
of the speech
- should know the common
structures
Structural
structure of the sentence - Write short sentences in
mistakes that many
- Write sentences without
Reading Grammar
-Should know if the
grammatical ways
non-native speakers
making small mistakes
(SR)
sentences are
- Able to understand the
committed
- Able to understand the
grammatical or not
diﬀerent parts of speech in
- Able to understand the
complicated sentence and
context
diﬀerent parts of the speech ﬁnd the intended meanings
in context

Critical
Thinking
(CT)

- 1.5 minute presentation
with a scaﬀold script
- Can identify simple
examples of logical
fallacies
- Voice: beginning to
speak with an
appropriate volume;
diverse tone; accurate
pronunciation,
articulation, and
Speaking/
intonation
Listening
- Communication:
conveying their message
with assistance
- Vocabulary: developing
vocabulary
- Fluency: moving away
from excessive hesitation
- Accuracy: beginning to
identify and self-correct
grammatical errors in
speech

- 3 minute presentation with
a self written script
- Can identify simple
examples of logical fallacies
- Voice: speaking with an
appropriate volume; diverse
tone; accurate
pronunciation, articulation,
and intonation
- Communication: conveying
their message with minimal
assistance
- Vocabulary: developing
vocabulary
- Fluency: moving away
from excessive hesitation
- Accuracy: beginning to
identify and self-correct
grammatical errors in
speech

- 4 minute presentation with
a self written script
- Can identify examples of
logical fallacies and begin to
explain why the reasoning is
illogical
- Voice: making needed
adjustments to speak clearly
- Communication: conveying
their message with learned
speech patterns and
learning to incorporate
details
- Vocabulary: continuing to
build vocabulary
- Fluency: responding to
questions with minimal
hesitation
- Accuracy: reducing
grammatical errors in
speech

- 5 minute presentation with
an outline as a script
- Can identify and explain
why logical fallacies are
illogical
- Voice: correcting any
remaining issues with voice
categories
- Communication:
communicating creative and
abstract ideas
- Vocabulary: learning
abstract terms
- Fluency: responding to
critical thinking questions in
a timely manner
- Accuracy: correcting any
remaining grammatical
errors in speech
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Level Placement
During orientation week in the ﬁrst semester, all students take a reading, writing,
speaking/listening placement assessment. Middle school students take an additional
grammar assessment. The English teachers use the results to place students in the
appropriate levels. In addition to the placement assessment results, teachers also consider
the student’s classroom behavior, work ethic, and growth mindset. English teachers
evaluate each student thoroughly during the placement process and the semester.
Parent(s) then receive an email with the assessment results. This occurs at the start of
every academic year. New students that enter during the semester will complete the
placement assessments after they have been accepted.
Students will have the opportunity to move up a level at the beginning of each semester,
given that they meet the criteria for the higher level. In order to move up, the student’s
speaking/listening ability must correspond with the upper level. In addition, the student
must meet either the writing or reading criteria for the higher level.
Students on the borderline between two levels will meet with English teachers to discuss
their options. If necessary, the student’s parent(s) will then be called to help determine the
level placement. During this time, teachers will observe the student to determine if the
level is a good ﬁt for the student. If not, the student will be moved as is necessary.
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Rewarding Hard Work
Dinner of Diligence
Once a semester, we will have a Dinner of
Diligence, where students will be able to go out
for dinner provided by the school. This dinner will
consist of two elementary and middle school
students from each level. These students will be:
1) the student with the highest grade and 2) the
hardest working student, as chosen by the English
teachers.

Advancing Class Beneﬁt
The language level names are in the progressive
tense to remind students that learning is a
never ending process. In particular, students in
Advancing should not feel that their learning
process is complete; they are expected to
continue to improve and reﬁne their English.
This is hard work in Advancing class, so we
would like to reward these students with a trip.
Each semester, Advancing students will select a
fun destination where they can spend time with
their fellow classmates.

In order to go on this trip students must be:
1) in Advancing class
2) have an average of 80% in all English classes
3) have a record of good behavior and no more than 60 demerits* in a semester
The students will plan their day outing and present their proposal to the English
Department Head. The English Department Head will submit a detailed proposal to the
vice principal and the principal will give the ﬁnal approval.
The transportation and activities cost will be covered by the students and the school will
provide a meal stipend.
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Objectives
At TLBU GS, English input and output are equally important. Our goal is for students to be
able to eﬀectively use the English language and not merely be prepared to pass an English
exam. In order to achieve this, each class is designed to incorporate the following ﬁve
principles: Academic, Applied, Critical Thinking, Creativity, and Culture.

Academic
Comprehensive Reading: Students read articles and other nonﬁction material that
challenge and encourage growth using the Lexile System as a guide, and test their
knowledge through comprehension questions.
Critical Thinking: Vocabulary is a big part of speaking/listening, thus CT will be vocabulary
heavy. Students will also learn to write scripts and present in a public setting.
English Language Arts: Students learn and enforce technical writing skills such as correct
grammar and how to formulate complete sentences and organized paragraphs.
Structural Reading: Students learn grammar and prepare for standardized Korean
English language exams or TOEFL.
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Applied
Comprehensive Reading: We guide students to read English material they enjoy in their
free-time to enhance subconscious language acquisition. We are currently growing our
library which includes a wide selection of books in English.
Critical Thinking: In addition to the academic vocabulary learned, students will also learn
English slang and idioms that are commonly used in English speaking countries. There are
an abundance of casual English conversation opportunities with native English teachers
outside of the classroom, such as at meal times and on school outings.
English Language Arts: Students participate in creative writing assignments, such as
composing short stories, which challenge their ownership of the language. Students also
have opportunities to experiment with English through writing news articles for the
school’s weekly newsletter and the school’s annual publication.
Structural Reading: Students understand the basic structures and principles of English,
and construct sentences, both written and oral, by learning the tacit syntactic rules of the
language.

Critical Thinking
Comprehensive Reading: Students analyze reading material and use them to make
connections between learned concepts and the real world.
Critical Thinking: Students learn to identify spoken logical fallacies in debate or in
conversation and can explain why the fallacies are illogical.
English Language Arts: Students organize their thoughts and work to eﬃciently and
creatively express their ideas, knowledge, and experiences using the written word.
Structural Reading: Students learn how to get the intended meanings in the contexts
using grammatical knowledge.
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Creativity
Comprehensive Reading: Students discuss conﬂicts within stories they read and come up
with creative solutions.
Critical Thinking: Students have to think outside of the box to come up with solutions to
various problems. Students then have to think of creative ways to reach their audience to
get the desired response or call to action. When debating, students will learn to look at
evidence and ﬁnd ways to make it ﬁt their narrative in order to win.
English Language Arts: Students are challenged to think and write creatively by exploring
ﬁction writing, such as short stories, and nonﬁction writing, such as memoirs and essays.
Daily writing prompts continuously encourage students to think unconventionally about
their experiences and their writing.
Structural Reading: Students can get knowledge from readings and then have
possibilities to be creative with explicit knowledge of grammar matters.
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Culture
Language is the means by which culture, and therefore values, beliefs, and traditions, are
transmitted. To be truly ﬂuent in a language, one must not only understand the linguistic
components but also the cultural aspects to successfully communicate in the target
language (Krasner, 1999). With this in mind, English classes are taught in Western style
classrooms and the English Department holds a variety of cultural events throughout the
year.
Students at TLBU GS are exposed to the following opportunities throughout their studies
to enhance their cultural learning:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Overseas trips to English speaking countries
Experiencing the diﬀerent accents and linguistic styles across the native
English-speaking population, such as British or American English
Learning English idioms, read about world history, and discuss global
issues in class
Celebrating Western holidays e.g. Christmas, Halloween, Valentine’s Day,
Easter
English events e.g. writing workshops, holiday card making, contests
Our English classes consist of students in diﬀerent grades, which allows
students to experience the Western idea of friendship, where
relationships are not constrained by age. This encourages students to
form friendships they may not have before.
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Middle School Course Descriptions

Comprehensive Reading
Purpose Statement
This course aims to help students develop their reading ﬂuency, accuracy and
comprehension. The course involves reading a wide variety of diﬀerent texts for diﬀerent
purposes, as well as equipping students with the right strategies and techniques to
understand and analyse texts.

Course Details
Classes are structured around a levelled textbook in the spring semester, with students
reading a variety of ﬁction and nonﬁction short/medium length texts. Students focus on
learning skills and techniques to help them further understand and dissect texts. Such
skills include sequencing, comparing and contrasting, identifying facts and opinions, and
using graphic organisers. In the fall semester, classes are structured around a novel.
Students analyse characters, setting, themes, writing style, language and much more in
order to gain a deep understanding of their novel. Their speaking and listening skills are
developed through group discussions and presentations, and their writing ability is
strengthened by producing a number of creative responses to their novel such as writing
diary entries, newspaper articles and letters to characters. Additionally, reading naturally
supports the development of writing skills: therefore,
assessments are often a
combination of reading and writing skill-based tasks. Students of all levels are encouraged
to practice their reading skills outside the classroom, whether this be in the form of
homework or self-study, or by reading novels, comic books or articles.
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English Language Arts
Purpose Statement
This course aims to introduce and reﬁne the production of English using the written word
through academic and creative engagement. Students are exposed to a variety of writing
assignments and exercises that strive to build grammatically correct writing habits, organic
writing structures, and the ability for the student to produce scholarly works like essays or
reports, or creative works like memoirs or short stories. By exposing English Language
Learners (ELLs) to diﬀerent writing forms, the goal is to increase communicative output
and language ﬂuency.

Course Details
To ensure that students have adequate time for concept learning, experimentation, and
reinforcement, the focus of ELA classes are divided into ﬁction and nonﬁction semesters
for the academic year. The ﬁction semester occurs in the fall and the nonﬁction semester
occurs in the spring. There are many concepts and forms of English composition that
would beneﬁt ESL students, and the division of ﬁction and nonﬁction within the academic
year allows students the time to interact with these elements without being overwhelmed.
For the nonﬁction semester, class concepts may include but are not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●

Academic essays: descriptive, narrative, personal, persuasive,
argumentative, informative, expository
Essay structures: introduction paragraph, thesis statement, transitional
phrases, supporting paragraphs, and conclusion
MLA formatting
Other nonﬁction forms: creative nonﬁction, memoirs, biographies, news
articles, reviews, blog posts, etc.
Formal and academic language choices

For the ﬁction semester, class concepts may include but are not limited to:
●
●
●
●

Short stories and story structure
Character development
Poetry: common rhyme schemes, haiku, acrostic, free verse, etc.
Literary devices: similes, metaphors, alliteration, imagery, personiﬁcation,
symbolism, etc.
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Critical Thinking
Purpose Statement
This course focuses on speaking and listening to English in professional and casual
settings. Discussion topics are relevant, engaging, and challenging for students. While
discussing, students are always encouraged to be reﬂective and have independent
thinking. Students are expected to make use of the information and skills they learn in
class to solve problems and deduce consequences.

Course Details
Students hear native speakers communicating in English via their teacher and other
sources of media, such as videos and podcasts. They also continually listen to their peers
speaking in English. They will need to focus on the speaker and the message to
comprehend what they are hearing and produce a meaningful response. Students also
practice speaking English on a regular basis, in free and structured conversations with their
peers. There are frequent informal debates and discussions in class. To help students
identify ﬂaws in their opponents’ reasoning, students study logical fallacies, persuasive
speech techniques, and other skills that enhance their critical listening and thinking skills.
In addition, students express and reﬂect on their thoughts regarding philosophical topics
and to prepare for debates in their philosophical journals. It contains informal written
conversations between students and their teacher. The idea is to encourage students to
reﬂect and think critically in a non-threatening atmosphere where error correction is not
stressed. Journals also allow the teacher to provide individual feedback to students. Finally,
there are public skilling lessons where students learn to communicate clearly, engage an
audience, use Google Slides eﬀectively, and present without reading from a script after
each unit.
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Structural Reading
Purpose Statement
Structural Reading is designed to foster learners’ understanding of the linguistic structures
and principles of English. It is important to learn how sentences are built, and about the
types of words and word groups that make up sentences. Knowing about grammar also
helps us understand what makes sentences and paragraphs clear, interesting and precise.
Since grammar is related to real-life experiences, students are able to recognize the
interrelationship between sentences in context. Students become aware of focus-on-form,
leading them to be more accurate and ﬂuent speakers.

Course Details
Students strengthen their basic grammatical understanding. In order to reduce the
learning burden and adjust the diﬃculty for students, teachers focus on the essential ﬁve
types of grammatical structures that must be learned. It is the goal for every student to
eventually create sentences without grammatical mistakes. To achieve this, students deal
with necessary grammatical content; master cohesive devices, such as discourse markers;
are provided with diﬀerent genres of texts that are also grammatically enhanced to
present more challenging tasks at their level; learn to communicate clearly with mistake
free sentences; are introduced to new grammatical knowledge, allowing them to use it in
speaking and writing; and also develop semantics to improve analytical skills. Assessments
are often a combination of reading and grammar using tasks. Students of all levels are
encouraged to practice their grammatical knowledge outside the classroom.
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Elementary School Course Descriptions

Comprehensive Reading
Purpose Statement
Reading is vital for expanding a young learner’s vocabulary and introducing them to new
language and grammatical structures. Reading is also fundamental for developing writing
abilities as Linse (2005) stated, you must be able to ‘read a word before you can write it’.
Reading is one of the key skills in language learning and is the predominant focus of this
class, although students will also practice their listening, speaking and writing skills
throughout every lesson.

Course Details
In the early levels of reading, students ﬁrst focus on mastering phonics and learning to
read simple words and sentences. They then begin reading simple articles and stories to
develop their comprehension of English writing. As they progress, students will begin
reading longer, more complex stories from ﬁction and nonﬁction texts. The key focus will
be on improving their reading and analytical skills. Students will examine new grammatical
structures, vocabulary and writing styles, and read to identify characters, setting, purpose,
and plot.
Using ideas gathered through their reading, students create a variety of written
compositions reﬂecting upon and responding to texts they have read. Students will also
have many opportunities to develop their speaking and listening skills through class
discussions and group work.
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English Language Arts
Purpose Statement
Writing is a crucial skill when learning another language: it enables students to more easily
express themselves, boosts their conﬁdence and creativity, and aids their understanding of
vocabulary and grammar. This class is designed to improve students’ communicative skills
through writing, and to help them express themselves in a creative and engaging written
manner, master diﬀerent writing styles and accurately develop their vocabulary and
grammar.

Course Details
The aim of this course is to focus on incorporating more complex vocabulary, syntax and
grammar into students’ writing without inhibiting their creativity, to enable them to
become more conﬁdent writers. Grammar, usage, mechanics and spelling will all be taught
in connection with writing.
Students will ﬁrstly focus on their ability to accurately form sentences with new vocabulary
or more complex grammar. After covering these basic principles, students will move on to
producing short pieces of writing and focusing on the basic principles and process of
writing eﬀectively. They will practice outlining their ideas, drafting their work, editing it
using established correction symbols, and ﬁnally redrafting their writing. Throughout the
course, students will explore a variety of topics and produce pieces of writing related to a
range of classroom readings.
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Critical Thinking
Purpose Statement
This elementary class has the goal of expanding students’ English vocabulary, encouraging
conﬁdence in speaking, and developing strategies for good listening. The best way for
students to become comfortable with speaking a foreign language is to experiment with
and expand their vocabulary.

Course Details
In addition to studying and expanding the students’ vocabulary at every level, they learn
phonics, sight words, common phrases, and how to form their own questions and
expressions. As the students move up the levels, they are encouraged and expected to
participate more in class discussions by expressing opinions, agreeing/disagreeing, asking
for clariﬁcation, and more. Advancing students prepare and carry out a number of mini
presentations.
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English Performing Arts
Purpose Statement
The focus of this class is for students to experience and engage in English language
through performing arts such as theatre/acting, movement/dance and music. This is a
multi skills class and will oﬀer students the opportunity to improve all aspects of their
English through creative and interactive activities. One of the key aspects are
performances of varying formats; this helps students improve their creativity and
conﬁdence, which is crucial in being a successful language learner. It will also help students
to relieve stress and tension they may have from learning in a second language.

Course Details
Most lessons include speaking activities to develop conﬁdence, pronunciation, and tone.
Reading and vocabulary input comes from scripts, dialogue and lyrics. Students can expect
to collaborate with their peers in English on a daily basis as they work on reading scripts,
writing plays, preparing dances, or doing improvisation tasks. Some tasks that will take
place during this course include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Performing scripted works
Writing scripts for short plays
Performing improvisations
Performing songs and chants
Watching and listening to performances
Using facial expressions and body language to convey emotions and messages
Using movement and dance to express yourself

There is no academic assessment for this course; any grading will be based upon eﬀort
and participation.
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Extracurricular Programs

Newsletter
Any elementary or middle school student who
participates in the TLBU GS Newsletter has a special
privilege to be the voice of the school and of their
peers. Each week, students choose a topic of interest
from one of the many current events happening on
campus and write a paragraph-length report in
English and Korean. Students may also choose to
interview other students or faculty members and
present their interview in a script format. These
articles are then organized and distributed to parents
and the rest of the school in a weekly newsletter, so
the greater TLBU GS community has the chance to
read about everyday student experiences and
opinions. An afternoon class is held once a week for
students to discuss ideas and get help from the
faculty editors. Any elementary or middle school
student who expresses a willingness to learn and
work hard may join the newsletter.

Snack Bar
The snack bar at TLBU GS is a central part
of student life. The snack bar provides
the students with the opportunity to
practice their English language skills in a
real world setting by socializing, ordering,
and purchasing at the snack bar. In
addition, snack bar members will gain
leadership skills, hospitality skills, and
work experience while volunteering at
the snack bar. They will also improve
their
English
language
skills
by
communicating with their peers and head
teachers.
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English Library
The English Library at TLBU GS is a space in the school where
students may immerse themselves in English literature. The
library contains materials that are accessible to all levels of
students. Books are classiﬁed by their English level so every
student is able to ﬁnd a book suitable for them. In addition,
the English Library contains books from a wide variety of
ﬁelds such as science ﬁction, poetry, novels, and comics so
that students may improve their reading skills in a manner
that is enjoyable for them. Workers are given responsibility for
the books and the common area around the library. They will
improve their English communication, their personal
responsibility, and their organizational skills as they assist
others in ﬁnding books and maintain the proper arrangement
of the area.

English Contests and Events
TLBU GS hosts the following events for students to encourage
real-world application of language skills that they have
learned in the classroom: Secular Easter, Essay Contest,
Spelling Bee, Speech Contest, Poetry Recital, Halloween, and
Secular Christmas. They also provide a sense of competition
that motivates and challenges students. These contests and
events are available for elementary and middle school
students of any level and are judged by a panel of teachers
from the English Department. Each contest and event is held
once a year.

The TLBU Explorer
TLBU GS publishes an annual literary magazine named ‘The
TLBU Explorer’. This literary magazine showcases the hard
work of students throughout the year as they engage in
various writing assignments in ELA and beyond. All TLBU GS
students, both elementary and middle school, are able to
contribute
material
to
this
project.
The magazine is split between two focuses: nonﬁction and
ﬁction. The nonﬁction section displays well-written newsletter
articles, student memoirs of their personal experiences, and
academic essays. The ﬁction section displays a variety of
poetry, short stories, and other creative writings of any genre.
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Tutoring
At TLBU GS, teachers are dedicated to their
students inside and outside of the classroom.
Tutoring is held in the afternoons with English
teachers to assist students with speciﬁc skills, class
concepts and assignments, guided study, and so on.
Tutoring exposes students to a variety of beneﬁts,
including: a unique learning experience, the
improvement of academic performance and
conﬁdence, and the improvement of study habits
and self-directed learning. Even students who think
their grade performance in class is satisfactory
could concepts with teachers outside of class and
further challenge themselves by discussing
generating deeper ideas on assignment themes. Also, middle school students will consult
their English teachers about entering high school and choosing a future career.

Annual International Field Trip to an English Speaking Country
The yearly international ﬁeld trips provide a unique opportunity for students to explore an
English speaking country, its education system and student life outside of Korea. Trips in
the past have included two-week excursions to the United States, Canada, Australia, and
England. Students who participate in the international ﬁeld trip have the chance to study
with a foreign host school for a few days, where they participate in classes, socialize with
and interview host-country students, and share their Korean culture with their newly-made
friends. After moving on from the host school, students participate in cultural and
educational activities and excursions. This is an amazing chance for students to gain
ﬁrst-hand experience of foreign culture, apply English skills at all levels, and receive a
global education that will motivate them to continue to work towards their goals, both
personal and academic.
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Classroom Rules

The English Department has a set of rules that students are expected to follow during
English class to create a productive and safe learning environment. While these rules are
speciﬁc to English class, some of the more general behavioural expectations apply to all
classes.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

In classes with a native teacher, only speak in English and do not speak in
Korean.
Refer to native teachers as Ms./Mr. ___.
Be in class, sitting down and prepared to start when the bell rings.
Bring all the items needed for each lesson (textbook, pencil case, etc.).
Do not leave the classroom without permission from the teacher.
If you want to ask or answer a question, raise your hand ﬁrst.
Be respectful to your classmates and teacher.
Respect school property (desks, chairs, ceiling tiles, etc.) and other
students’ property.
Do not put your head down on the desk.
Listen carefully when other people are speaking.
Do not use bad language.
Clean up the classroom at the end of each lesson (chairs pushed in, tables
lined up, all trash oﬀ the ﬂoor, whiteboard is clean).
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Student Expectations

Being a successful student is not limited to academic achievement; at TLBU GS, teachers
recognise and reward strong work ethic, eﬀort and good behaviour. Therefore, in order to
be successful there are a number of skills students are expected to have, and a number of
actions students are expected to take:
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Be well prepared for every class by arriving early, bringing the correct
materials and being ready to participate and contribute in class by
sharing your ideas and opinions.
Be attentive and engaged in class: listen carefully to the teacher and your
peers when they are speaking.
Be organized: record any homework or assignments into your school
planner. Have your planner checked by your parents and homeroom
teacher.
Be creative and think outside of the box. Your minds are full of
imagination and wonderful ideas; use this to express yourself in your
English work.
Be considerate: students can recognise when others are ﬁnding
something diﬃcult. If you see another student struggling, oﬀer them
your help.
Have good time management: make sure you plan and complete all your
homework or assignments well in advance of your deadline dates. If you
need an extension or are having diﬃculty completing your work, then
make sure you ask for help before the due date.
Complete all your work to the best of your ability both inside and outside
of the classroom. When you ﬁnish a piece of work, make sure you
proofread it to check for mistakes and see if there are any improvements
you can make. If you have upcoming presentations or speeches, then
make sure you practise them in your own time to make sure you are
thoroughly prepared.
Take risks and make mistakes. This is all part of the learning process and
language teachers understand this more than anyone.
Actively look for and ask for help: our English teachers are always
available to answer your questions and help you. Seek out teachers in
the teachers’ room, classroom or hallway: we are always happy to help.
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